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Dear Mr. Congel:

As required by the Confirmatory Order issued March 15, 2004, this is the
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities' (ADOT&PF's) 2004
Annual Report resulting from the Safety Culture Survey administered prior to the
initial Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE) training. Enclosed is:

* Summary of the assessment supplied to us by our consultant. The
summary includes a discussion of survey methodology.

* Survey instrument.

ADOT&PF has been working over the past year to implement a SCWE
Program. The intent is to begin to address many of the "Areas for Improvement"
and the "Recommendations" that resulted from the Culture Survey. Further action
will be considered after the results of the 2005 survey are available allowing us the
opportunity to assess the effect of our current actions.

Sincerely,

Gary Hogins, P.E.
Chief Engineer
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Introduction

On March 15, 2004, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a Confirmatory
Order to the State of Alaska Department of Transportation & Public Facilities (DOT&PF) in
response to a finding of retaliation in violation of 10 CFR 30.7. The Confirmatory Order set
out an agreement to a settlement of the retaliation findings based strictly on future
preventative measures. The ECPF, Inc. was contracted to perform the work required by the
Confirmatory Order. One of the preventive measures included the development of a long-
term plan for maintaining a Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE) that includes the
administration of culture surveys and annual refresher training. In response to that
requirement, ECPF, Inc. contracted Human Performance Analysis, Corporation to conduct a
Safety Culture Assessment and Workshop. The initial Assessment of Safety Culture Report
was submitted on August 11, 2004. This Executive Summary and follow-up report was
requested by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and DOT&PF to clarify the initial report.

Process for Safety Culture Assessment

v Safety Culture Workshop: A four hour Safety Culture Workshop was conducted with
some senior management personnel of DOT & PF on May 24, 2004 in Anchorage. The
workshop was intended to help identify the current opinions and attitudes of the
management team with respect to the behaviors important for promoting a positive safety
culture and safety conscious work environment. During the workshop, participants
completed a Safety Culture exercise where they were asked to individually, and then as
teams rank order 24 statements in terms of their importance to establishing a strong
safety culture. The purpose of this exercise was to facilitate dialogue regarding the
behaviors important to the establishment of a safety culture within the DOT&PF context.

* Interviews and Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales (BARS): In addition to the
workshop, individual interviews were conducted with thirteen individuals from DOT&PF
from May 24 through May 26, 2004 to obtain more information on the topics of safety
culture and safety conscious work environment. As part of these Interviews, focused
questions targeting specific organizational behaviors were asked. In addition,
interviewees completed a short set of behaviorally anchored rating scales or BARS. The
BARS provided another mechanism for collecting information from the interviewees on
their opinions of the behaviors of Interest. Both the interviews and BARS targeted the
following organizational behaviors: Attention to Safety, Communications, Decision-
Making, and Problem Identification and Resolution. A copy of the BARS used is provided
in Appendix A. Individuals selected for the Interviews represented different organizational
levels and many had specific responsibilities for safety and the environment.

* Organizational and Safety Culture Survey: As part of the SCWE training conducted by
ECPF, Inc. for all employees impacted by the NRC Order, an Organizational and Safety
Culture Survey was administered. The survey used at DOT&PF has been administered
in various types of organizations that engage in work with the potential for high hazard,
including those that deal with nuclear material. Consequently, the survey data collected
at DOT&PF was benchmarked against a database of approximately 25,000 individual
respondents representing over 35 different organizations. Topics addressed by the
survey include attention to safety, coordination of work, job satisfaction, communication,
work group cohesion, organizational commitment, organizational culture, hazardous
nature of work, SCWE and other environment, safety and health issues. Additional detail
on the scales administered as part of the survey is provided in Appendix B.
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Employees completed the anonymous and confidential survey, providing information on
the region where they work, the length of time they have worked for DOT&PF, the group
they work in, their job category, and their educational level. These categories were used
to group employee responses and allowed comparisons between groups to assess
cultural patterns and differences that exist within the organization. Results were only
considered for those groups where there were at least seven respondents.

Overall means and standard deviations were computed for each of the Organizational
and Safety Culture Scales. In addition, tests were conducted to determine whether
groups (e.g., region) were significantly different on any given scale in a statistical sense.
To test for statistically significant differences between the group means, a one-way
analysis of variance was conducted for each survey scale. The results discussed in this
report were all significant at the .05 probability level.

In addition, the overall means for DOT&PF were compared to the range of means found
in the database of over 35 different organizations. This allowed a judgment to be made
regarding whether DOT&PF scored high or low on a given survey scale relative to other
types of organizations which engage in work with the potential for high hazard.

Finally, a primary focus of this work was on the topic of SCWE, so the individual items of
the SCWE Scale were analyzed to determine the percentage of respondents who
disagreed, were neutral on, or agreed with each statement. This was done for the
overall organization as well as for specific groups, allowing emphasis to be placed on
those topics where there was a high amount of agreement or disagreement, as well as
those topics where there were discrepancies between groups in their perception of the
value of those issues to the DOT&PF organization.

A total of 284 individuals completed the survey out of the 286 individuals who
participated in the training sessions. The surveys were completed between June 10 and
June 21, 2004.

* Assessment of Safety Culture Report: The report and related charts were submitted
to the DOT&PF at a DOT&PF management meeting on August 11, 2004. The
presentation was conducted by Dr. Sonja Haber.

Conclusions

The overall conclusion from this assessment is that the DOT&PF organization does have the
values and behaviors in place to promote a positive safety culture and SCWE, as evidenced
by the numerous organizational strengths presented below. Some areas for improvement
are Identified where additional attention could help to strengthen the existing safety culture
and SCWE.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTHS

The following organizational strengths were identified. DOT&PF should seek to maintain
performance in these areas.

The value of safety in the DOT&PF organization is clearly recognized and efforts are
underway to enhance the importance and priority of nuclear safety.

1. DOT&PF employees understand what the behaviors important for safe performance and
a strong safety culture are.

2. The behaviors important to safe performance and a strong safety culture are uniformly
valued throughout the organization.

3. Safety is believed to be a high priority for the DOT&PF organization.

4. Decision-making is appropriately shared across the various organizational levels.

Individuals throughout the DOT&PF organization recognize their personal responsibility to
identify problems.

1. It is understood that anyone can stop work if there is a safety-related concern.

2. The responsibilities and authorities of the Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) position are
more clearly understood now than in the past.

3. DOT&PF employees believe that it is their responsibility to identify problems.

Efforts to integrate all types of safety have increased in DOT&PF.

1. Employees at DOT&PF believe the work they perform is hazardous and that there is a
high potential for offsite and onsite environment, safety, and heath consequences.

2. DOT&PF has an organizational culture that encourages positive personal relationships,
promotes teamwork and employee participation and encourages people to do things well
and develop themselves professionally.

3. Employees' believe work conducted at DOT&PF is generally well coordinated.

The basis for a strong safety leadership process does exist within the DOT&PF organization
and recent organizational changes are positively viewed.

1.. DOT&PF employees feel free to discuss problems and difficulties in their job with an
immediate supervisor without jeopardy, have a strong desire to interact with others in
DOT&PF, and are generally satisfied with the overall communication process.

2. Communications are positively viewed and the lines of communication are well-defined
and frequently used within DOT&PF.

3. DOT&PF employees are satisfied with their jobs.

4. Changes made to the organizational leadership are viewed positively and the new
managers are seen as trying to be more active in responding to concerns.

The overall cultural profile at DOT&PF supports a learning-driven organization.

1. DOT&PF employees do not believe that traditional, conforming, and rigid behaviors are
valued within the organization.

2. Individuals do not believe it is necessary to be liked by others before acting.

3. Individuals are encouraged to report problems and the problems identified are placed in
a system designed to evaluate the problem and determine appropriate corrective action.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTHS (continued)

The formal implementation of the SCWEprogram has only recently been initiated.

1. The organizational mechanisms necessary for the SCWE Program's success and
effectiveness are in place.

2. DOT&PF employees have a positive perception regarding the organization's current
SCWE.

3. Individuals feel they are responsible for identifying problems.

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

The following areas for improvement were identified. DOT&PF should place additional
attention on these areas to strengthen and improve the existing safety culture and SCWE.

The importance and priority of safety has been less clearly communicated in the past and
efforts are under way to enhance this understanding. Some behaviors important to a strong
safety culture require additional reinforcement.

1. The organization should place greater emphasis on employees being persistent,
particularly in following through on problems identified, and working hard to avoid all
mistakes.

2. More emphasis on individuals understanding why doing things well, setting and
accomplishing goals, being creative, and producing quality work over quantity would be
helpful in strengthening the safety culture across DOT&PF, is needed.

Personal accountability for owning a problem until it is resolved is not always evident.
Accountability for safety has been problematic and until recently has not received adequate
attention. New policies and procedures being put in place will need to be monitored to
ensure their effectiveness.

1. Individual responsibility for safety needs to be uniformly understood throughout the
organization.

2. Management needs to communicate more of an emphasis on environment, safety and
health issues and employees need to be more aware of the risks in their jobs. This is
especially true for the Central Region and the Central Region Materials Group.

3. The RSO position has not been a consistently high priority for the Central Region,
although the position has been given appropriate priority in other regions.

4. The Central Region Materials Group needs to better understand the hazardous nature of
their work and that the behaviors important for a strong safety culture and SCWE are
present in the DOT&PF organization.

5. Managers and Non-Managers need to be better aligned on their perceptions of behaviors
such as personally taking care of every detail, doing things perfectly, never challenging
superiors, and not 'rocking the boat'. Non-Managers believe those behaviors to be more
valued than Managers do.
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AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT (continued)

Despite efforts to integrate all types of safety in the DOT&PF organization some differences
noted between regions and work groups need further evaluation.

1. More emphasis can be placed in the DOT&PF organization on positive personal
relationships, teamwork, employee participation, doing things well and professional
development. This is particularly true for the Central Region and the Central Region
Materials Work Group.

2. Even though the jobs performed across the regions may be very similar, an
understanding of why individuals in the Northern Region have a lower perception about
the hazardous nature of their job is needed.

3. The group including Project Engineers and Laboratory Foremen, believe that work in the
organization is not coordinated well, when their survey results were compared with other
job category groups. An understanding of why is needed.

Doubts remain concerning a long-term management commitment to the changes required for
a strong SCWE. Differences between management and non-management groups in many
areas highlight this uncertainty.

1. Management needs to continue to reinforce its long-term commitment to developing a
strong SCWE.

2. The perception that failure is punished while success is not rewarded needs to be
addressed by DOT&PF Management.

3. The consistently lower perceptions of the Central Region Materials Work Group on
several of the areas assessed needs to be evaluated.

Learning within DOT&PF is less obvious in the safety area. Some behaviors need to be
better promoted to facilitate more of a questioning attitude.

1. The more negative perceptions of the organization by individuals who have been
employed for 11 to 20 years needs to be better understood.

2. More efforts by the organization to learn from its own previous performance and from
others' performance, particularly as it relates to nuclear safety, are needed.

3. The systematic reporting of safety concerns needs to be promoted by management.

The SCWE process is only now beginning to be formally implemented at DOT&PF. Certain
areas within the organization may need additional attention and intervention to ensure a
complete and successful acceptance and implementation of a SCWE program.
1. The perceptions of Non-Managers, individuals employed between 11 and 15 years, and

those in the Northern Region, need to be improved with respect to the behaviors
important for a successful SCWE program.

2. More consistent perceptions by individuals that they can challenge decisions and that
management will not tolerate retaliation of any kind need to be developed.

3. Differences between Managers and Non-Managers on SCWE related issues need to be
aligned. This is one of the few areas in which the two groups differ and Managers have a
more positive perception than Non-Managers.

4. Inspectors, Rovers, Technicians, Laboratory Coordinators and RSOs need to feel more
responsibility for identifying problems.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The overall conclusion from this assessment is that the DOT&PF organization does have the
values and behaviors in place to promote a positive safety culture and SCWE. The following
recommendations are provided to strengthen this environment by addressing some of the
areas for improvement noted above.

1. To further promote a culture that accepts having a questioning attitude, challenging
decisions, and offering constructive criticism, a variety of organizational mechanisms
should be considered for implementation, including:

* Management and staff communication meetings with a focus on

* Team Building and Brainstorming Sessions

* Periodic requests for employee feedback, ideas and suggestions (e.g. surveys,
all hands meetings, tail gate sessions (pre-work), etc)

* Managers/Supervisors to discuss more SCWE issues in day-to-day management
updates and pre-work sessions

* Managers/Supervisors to discuss SCWE work performance during annual
performance appraisal.

* Safety meetings should be more systematic and consistent

2. Some groups would benefit from additional attention. Discussion sessions with
representatives from these groups would provide insight Into the reasons for the cultural
differences obtained in this assessment. These sessions would also identify what would
help to more consistently promote appropriate attitudes and behaviors. Groups
recommended for these sessions include:

* Individuals who have worked in DOT&PF for 11 to 20 years

* Central Region Materials Group

* Central Region Construction Group

• Roverd Technician Job Categories

3. Employee Concerns Program should be implemented

Note: An Employee Concerns Program (ECP) is in the process of being implemented by
DOT&PF and therefore is not included in this recommendation.
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Appendix A

Behavioral Anchored Rating Scales (BARS)

Attention to Safety
Attention to Safety refers to the characteristics of the work environment, such as the

norms, rules, and common understandings that influence facility personnel's
perceptions of the importance that the organization places on safety. It includes the
degree to which a critical, questioning attitude exists that is directed toward facility
improvement.

5 Individuals in the facility believe safety is the number one priority and that
perspective is reinforced by senior (high-level) management and clearly
disseminated to all individuals in the facility.

4 Personnel make an effort to correct problems in a timely and effective manner to
ensure that safety levels are not compromised within the facility. Individuals have a
clear understanding that safety is a top priority.

3 Facility management reflects a delicate balance of emphasizing safety, while at the
same time, making it clear that there is a need to keep the facility operating.

2 At times, the interests of the stakeholders seem to take priority over concerns
regarding the safe operation of the facility and the lack of organization wide support
for safe facility operations is clearly evident.

1 Questions regarding safe operations are not welcome or addressed. Management's
attitude is to keep the facility at power regardless of evident safety Issues.
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Behavioral Anchored Rating Scales (BARS)

Decision-making
Decision-making refers to the extent to which authority is localized in one area or among
certain people or groups.

5 Day-to-day decisions are made by a small group of senior (high-level) managers.
Individuals at lower levels are not empowered to make decisions.

4 Individuals rarely act independently. All major decisions and many day to day
decisions are made by senior (high-level) management and passed down the chain
of command.

3 There is a balance between the senior (high-level) management and operational
managers. Some decisions are made at the top while others are made at lower
levels.

2 Decisions are often made by individuals, without consultation from senior (high-level)
management. There is little pressure to confer with others regarding many
operational decisions.

1 The decision making model of the organization is one that encourages making
decisions at the lowest possible level. Decisions are regularly made by individuals
throughout the facility.
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Behavioral Anchored Rating Scales (BARS)

Communication
Communication refers to the exchange of information, both formal and informal, between
the different departments or units in the facility. It includes both the top-down and
bottom-up communication networks.

5 Departments keep other departments constantly aware of information they need to
know. Individuals within a department know where to go and who to talk to within
other departments to obtain information.

4 Individuals can readily gain information from other departments when the need
arises.

3 Interdepartmental lines of communication are well defined and often used on both a
formal and informal basis.

2 Many departments think it is unnecessary and intrusive to communicate with other
departments unless absolutely necessary.

1 Departments only communicate with each other when reacting to problems. Most
departments are uncommunicative with one or more other departments.
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Behavioral Anchored Rating Scales (BARS)

Problem Identification and Resolution
Problem Identification and Resolution refers to the extent to which the organization
encourages facility personnel to draw upon knowledge, experience, and current
information to identify and resolve problems.

5 Employees are equipped with the knowledge and are encouraged to proactively
identify potential problems (e.g., equipment, personnel, scheduling). Employees are
asked to notify management of potential problems which are then properly
addressed.

4 Employees are encouraged to notify management of problems they observe.
Problems Identified by employees are funneled into a system that evaluates the
problem and makes a determination regarding future action. Employees receive
feedback about problems that were acted upon.

3 Employees have a system to report problems they identify. Employees are given
inconsistent feedback about problems they identified or problems that were fixed.

2 Problems reported from the general employee group rarely receive consideration.
Some employees lack the knowledge required to identify potential problems. In some
situations, problem identification is met with extreme defensiveness.

1 Problems go undetected, or unreported, since most employees lack the knowledge,
experience and information necessary and/or fear the consequences of identifying
problems.
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Appendix B
Survey Scales and Definitions

Organizational Culture Inventory (OCI) Styles, (Human Synergistics, (1987).
Organizational Culture Inventory, Level V. Plymouth, Ml.)

The Constructive Style measures perceptions of the value the organization places on
behaviors which are participative and people-centered, encourage constructive
personal relations, support doing things well and setting and accomplish personal
goals, and promote creativity, quality over quantity, tasks, and individual growth.

The Passive-Defensive Style measures perceptions of the value the organization places
on conflict avoidance and maintenance of pleasant personal relations, conservative,
traditional, and bureaucratically controlling behaviors, hierarchically controlled and
non-participative actions, and the punishment of failures without rewarding
successes.

The Aggressive-Defensive Style measure perceptions of the value the organization
places on confrontation and negativism, authority derived based on members'
positions, winning and outperforming others, and persistence, hard work, and
perfectionism.

OCI Scales, (Human Synergistics, (1987). Organizational Culture Inventory, Level V.
Plymouth, Ml.)

The Humanistic-Encouraging Scale measures perceptions of the value placed on
participative and people-centered behaviors (e.g., showing concern for other's
needs).

The Affilative Scale measures perceptions of the value placed on constructive personal
relations (e.g., thinking in terms of the group's satisfaction).

The Approval Scale measures perceptions of the value placed on the avoidance of
conflicts and maintenance of pleasant personal relations, at least superficially (e.g.,
staying on the good side of superiors).

The Conventional Scale measures perceptions of the values placed on conservative,
traditional, and bureaucratically controlled behaviors (e.g., avoiding confrontations).

The Dependent Scale measures perceptions related to the degree to which the
organization is hierarchically controlled and non-participative (e.g., never challenging
superiors).

The Avoidance Scale measures perceptions regarding the degree to which the
organization punishes failure without rewarding success (e.g., laying 'low, when
things get tough).

The Oppositional Scale measures perceptions regarding the degree to which
confrontation is expected and negativism is rewarded (e.g., pointing out flaws).

The Power Scale measures perceptions regarding the degree to which members believe
the organization to be non-participative and structured on the basis of authority in
members' positions.

The Competitive Scale measures perceptions regarding the degree to which members
believe winning is valued and rewards are given for out-performing others.
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OCI Scales (continued)

The Perfectionistic Scale measures member's perceptions that persistence, hard work,
and perfectionism are highly valued and that all mistakes must be avoided.

The Achievement Scale measures organizational member perceptions regarding the
value the organization places on doing things well and members who set and
accomplish their own goals (e.g., pursuing a standard of excellence).

The Self-Actualizing Scale measures the degree to which organizational members
perceive creativity, quality over quantity, tasks, and individual growth are valued
(e.g., thinking in unique and independent ways).

Additional Scales

The Commitment Scale measures the relative strength of individual respondent's
identification with and involvement in a particular organization. Commitment extends
to the goals of the organization and the desire to maintain membership in the
organization to facilitate these goals. (Mowday, R. & Steers, R.M. (1979). 'The
measurement of organizational commitment." Joumal of Vocational Behavior (14),
pp. 224-247.)

The Coordination Scale assesses the employees' perceptions of the degree to which the
subunits of the organization operate according to the requirements of each other and
of the total organization. (Georgopoulos, B.S. & Mann, F.C., (1962). The community
general hospital. New York: MacMillan.)

The Cohesion Scale measures the relative strength of individual respondent's
identification with and involvement in a particular work group. (Seashore, S.E.
(1954). Group Cohesiveness in the Industrial Work Group. Ann Arbor, MI: Survey
Research Center, University of Michigan, Ml (Price, J.L. & Muller, (1972). Handbook
of Organizational Measurement. Lexington, MA: DC Heath and Company).

The Job Satisfaction Scale measures employee's overall satisfaction with their jobs.
(Kunin, J. (1955). "The construction of a new type of attitude measure," Personnel
Psychology (8), pp. 65-78).

The Attention to Safety Scale is used to assess perception of the importance of safety to
success in an organization and is measured by the value placed on various safety
promoting behaviors. (K.H. Roberts, 1989, personal communication)

The Hazard Scale is used to identify people's perception of the degree of hazard
associated with their work. (K.H. Roberts, 1990, personal communication).

SafetV Conscious Work Environment (SCWE) Scale

The SCWE Scale and Questions measure the degree to which individuals agree or
disagree with a number of characteristics that impact the establishment of a safety
conscious work environment. Those characteristics include:
* Individual responsibility for problem Identification
* Ability to openly challenge management decisions
* Freedom to approach management with concerns
* Management's desire to have concerns reported and willingness to listen to

problems
* Management's constructive address of concerns raised
* Encouragement of constructive criticism
* Management's intolerance of retaliation for raising concerns.
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Environment, Safety & Health Questions

The Offsite Environmental Consequences question deals with the likelihood of serious
offsite environmental damages/consequences due to improper or substandard
performance.

The Onsite Environmental Consequences question deals with the likelihood of serious
onsite environmental damages/consequences due to improper or substandard
performance.

The Management Emphasis Question assesses respondent's perceptions regarding how
much emphasis they believe management places on environmental Issues.

The Employee Awareness Question assesses respondents' perception of how well
informed employees are of potential risks In their work environment.

Communication Scales (Roberts, K.M. & O'Reilly, C.A., (1974). 'Measuring
organizational communications," Journal of Applied Psychology, 59(3), pp. 321-236.)

The Communication - Trust Scale assesses respondent's impressions regarding the
freedom they feel to discuss the problems and difficulties in their jobs with an
immediate supervisor without jeopardy.

The Communication - Accuracy Scale assesses respondents' perceptions of the
accuracy of information they receive from other organizational levels (superiors,
subordinates, and peers). Differences in perceptions regarding the accuracy of
information from these different organizational levels can also be assessed.

The Communication-Interaction Scale assesses respondents' level of desire for frequent
interactions and contact with others in the organization (superiors, subordinates, and
peers). Differences in the desire for interaction with each of these organizational
levels can also be assessed.

The Communication - Satisfaction Scale assesses respondents' overall satisfaction with
the communication process in the organization.

The Communication - Accuracy Superiors Question assesses respondents' perceptions
of the accuracy of information they receive from superiors.

The Communication - Accuracy Subordinates Question assesses respondents'
perceptions of the accuracy of Information they receive from superiors.

The Communication - Accuracy Peers Question assesses respondents' perceptions of
the accuracy of information they receive from peers.

The Communication-Interaction Superiors Question assesses respondents' level of
desire for frequent interactions and contact with superiors.

The Communication-interaction Subordinates Question assesses respondents' level of
desire for frequent interactions and contact with subordinates.

The Communication-Interaction Peers Question assesses respondents' level of desire
for frequent interactions and contact with peers.
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Human Performance Analysis

What follows is a set of questions about working at the State of Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities. The purpose of these questions is to try to understand
what you think about the working environment In your organization. Please think about a
typical work week when responding.

When answering the survey, please keep the following points in mind:

* Place your answers on the answer sheet provided and not in the questionnaire
booklet.

* Please use the number 2 pencil provided.

* In order to change a response, please erase your original response completely.

* Mark your response darkly and neatly, example:

* Make no marks on answer sheet other than selected answers.

* Please answer all questions.

When you have completed the survey, please return your answer sheets and questionnaire
booklets to us. This is to protect your identity. Your supervisors wili not see your
r~emnses. In fact, these Individual forms will not be made available to any ana geent
personnel. We will combine the data from everyone in your woik group to develop a
picture of the work group as a whole. We will provide work groups with summaries only of
the Information. Other combinations of the data will also be analyzed. However, once
again, no indivdual respondent wail be identied.

In advance, thank you foryourparicipation in this survey.
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stay conscioas of fashion ................. OD )((

mako sure they am accepted by others 0-i ( Cio.) (fl

alwaystryto erigb l ................... CD CD CDCCZ) CD

be seen and noticed.................... CD U 0 )

explore aternaliras before acting ..... ). (cD () Q' VI

take on challenging tasks ........ (...... M CDQ ) )

be a good lollower ..................... G) 0) C) Q CD

ask everybody what lhey think
before actiWg ......................... rDW L@

please those In posilions of authority ... nC)(i x)I

be hard lo Impress ..................... CD 0D n 0 I

look for istakem ...................... 0 b) T.' 4:

oppose things IndirecUy ................ CD CD . CO CO

take tml with people ................... ..... X 40 QCa n

To a very great eWent
To a greet extenM

To a moderate extent
To a slight exent

14ot Vt all

encourage others ...................... T. ) C )

back up those wlth the most a uthritt' . . G) Ca) GD l C

switch prioritis to please others ....... (0, (E) (1) @a CD

coapeterer than cooperate ......... .. C w t a ¢l

be the center of attention ........... 0®@@C).... O O @

never appear to lose ............. ,,,, DG

set moderately diffcult goals . D cD a

Pursueastandardof excellence.. ..... CI)C-)nADC D(0

work for the sense of accomplishment .CD(!)Ln

follow orders ... even when they'rc
wrong ., CD

check decisions with supetiors. U) (DQ) Cd CD CD

question decisions mande by otheri.. Gs 1) 0,

remain aloof from the situation .) CD CD

refuse to accept criticism . G a QD Csc

playthe roe of the loyal oppo.stio- i'...( z cd)CCD0C)

help others think for themselves .. (.. Gji) t) C) (r)

be liked by everyone ................... - CD CD D

out-perform their peers .. ... ( Da)

be a 'wInner. .. Jaa)CDG0

maintain an image of superiority .. i)D0c (D

turn the job into a conlest .. .. e) n

thinka head and plan .t tD CD 3 co

take modarate risks .CD .. ) C Q) (g

openly show enthusiasm ..)C. (C) Cp CD

know e buslness ..................... (E) L

willingly obey orders . CO G D U M

cooperate with others . £ . ) e ) t C
deal with others in a friendly, pleasano

way .. 5... .DC

think In terms of the group's satIstaction. c C9) ciD CD CO

show concern for people . M cDe)ID

never relinquIsh control.CD tC U)> (C!D

personallytakecareoaeverydetail t o .-cX t1
not"rocktheboat". D

avood confrontations.CD UD a) a)

11M

OWN

am

NM

IMI

IMI
am
,,W

IMI

311111

411111

am

so

an

411111

SM

IM

Wm

mm

an

mm

IIMI

IM

NW

on

11M

M

am

mm

IMI

mm

IM

MI

IM

11101

DM

mm

WvNI nlaO lt~f -. 1- El

126737 II
1 U U. P No
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: rTO waet exentr are people expected or Implfviy required to . . . ?
IMM
W
Wme0,1W

M
gm

am
"D
M

mm

M

IM

0,

M
M
M

em
lop
W

W

M

M

00

04

M

an

an

Be

M

an

M

M

mm

no
M
M

on

M
MasM

M

M

M

no

on

M
M
IM

AM

me

Mr

mm

M
m-
m

M

P*
Om
4,

M

�q
P-
MW

an

M

am

To a very great extern
To a great extent

To a moc~ia&oextera
Toi a slght extm.1

"otatoll1

mak a *good impre~sson ........ CD M Qor c
conforn . ................ 0 )r0,)

be non-commit'al ............ a Dw riC,

mask0 'popular" ralber thani
tiecesary deeisions ......... )CZCDM0

take few cban(*s............CCDMG

shilt responsibtiWes to others....... G) M (71) C) (')

emphtmslzo quality over quantil~y..... DU )M.

use good human retatlons skills ...... CD) M M) MlQ

treat people as more Important
thian thrings ............... C a C

share feelengs v.) thouglts ....... CD Cl) (I) CD 'A

dernmd loyalty .............. DC )C)

uetheaudiori~lyoftheirposltiOn .... C)M

work long, hard hours .......... DC )0

nei~rermak~e zmistake .......... D()C ,

treat rules as more Important thean ideas . CD CD CD ED M)

tell people different things to avoid
conflict ................ DC 1 o

uccept the status quo .......... CCD 0IF

put lhirgs olff.............. DWD1G1D

'lay lowo when things get tough ..... C 0 4,A

never he the one blamed for problems.. a) CD GD GD ID

be concamied about thelr own gaoWth .. C)00 CD C

iesist conformity ............. D al OP rs W~

rnotiv'ate others with ftiendlineas. .... C1 D (<) :o ) Ci)

be open, warm ............. a)13G iM

stay on the offenslve .......... Cl MG)0

builidup their power base ..... . I)(A

Tc every grt extent

TO a moderate extent
Tom sigbht*tacen

Not at am

personally unm everything ........ CD(D MaV) CD)

set unrealistcally high goals........ CD C) Ct) C) Mt

be prmeise-...even when it's
unnecessary .............. D(DC)C.

lkeep ontop ofewerything ........ CD O@D A)

0lwazYs 110I1o1 Policies andi P(cticas .. 7 (I D Q) C,) 4D

cast aside solutions that seem
diifferent or risky ........... .CDCCDa)C CDW

nol get Irvolved ............. 4 DQ 1

Watfor otherS to SActttMs........ D()1 DG

he 8POntarsOuS ............. a in2 o

doowen simple tasks well ........ D aa)c

communicata Ideas........... C D IJCDCDG)

Oct 10mf I ................. (DCD(DCD (DCo)

*Dlay "poitics' to ga~in InflAsence..... cD )-C;I (D CI)

be hard, tough ............. 0C(VIM-,Cs)

maintain unquestioaaed authority..... cD CD CD CD CE)

dolthings perfectly ........... ( r-a)D

view work as more Important than
anything Dels ............. cO) (i D C!) D

appear competnt and lndepedent . :.D (P a) CI)

pcrsIs4 endure ............. a cD C a G)CIDc
fit Into thie "vold ...... I..... CO (D (CD lCD

push declslo"lsupward......... irjt(CD(ICD

be open about selli...........(Di) C3C) CD I

enjoytbel4r wcfl.............. CDG(D)

think in uniluie and Independent ways.. CD C) (D ®1

vlaintain their personal Integrity..... ()( (1 (D®(1

C
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t
Listed below are a &r*ds of statemntrs that reprent beliefs that Indliduals might have
aboutihe organization forwhich they work. With respectto your own belleft aboutwotklng
In this organization, plase Inmicate the degree of youragwrmontordisagreamentwith each
stafemnt by choosing one of the alternatives below each statinrrnt

121) ltalkup Utsorganontomyfriendsssagreatorganzatlontoworkfor.

strMngydagreII 1 2 13 1 4 6 :6] 7ldrglagree

122) 1 find that mW values and the organizatbn's values ars very sirdlar.

stnglydisagree 1 2 3 14 15 6 7 stronglyagree

123) 1 am proud to tell otmers that I am part of this organization.

stronglydsagree I I 1 21 31 4 1 6 7 strongly agree

In general,

124) 10owwell do Ihe diorentjoband workacvites inthisorganizationLttogether7

precUy I 1 I 23 14 1 61 7 notatlaB

125) To what extent do th people from the various interrelated work grups make an effort to
avoid creaig problems or nterfering with each others dutes and responsibilities?

to a very greate tent I 1 1 21 31 41 6 6 7 to a very smal exent

126) To wuht ext do pople from dfferent wwrk groupswho have towork logetdo Uhirjobs
properly and efoiently without gefti In each odea way?

they work to~geVr coMPe*e Prerfody I 1 [ 2 13 14 | they do not work together s boothy at

127) To what extent are all related thkns snd actvties well Ltmed in the eayday routne of this
orgarftatW's work?

perectytlmed I I 1 21 3 14 5 1 617 p pooyied

128) How well planned ere the work assignmnt of th people from th. different work groups
who work togeter?

ex*wnyweM planned I I 1 2 1 3 1 4 15 6 7 notwel planned atall

129) In general, how weH established are the rouffnes of different work groups that have to work
wifth one anotr?

ewm*well esabUshed 1 2 31 4 15 not well estished at al
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Howdoes yourworkgroup compara with otherwork gupson each of t following points:

130) Towwhatextent do you belevethatyouarereallypartdofyoworkgroup?

meiymucha partI 1E 3 1 12 I1 671 nota partat all

131) If you had a chanc to do te same dnd of work forthe same pay in anorher workg roup,
how would you feel about moving?

would wanteymuch to nwe 1 1 2 1 3 1 A 1 5 7 vwoud wantvey miclh to stlaywhere 1 am

132) How well do you ge along together?

beterthanmosl I1 2131415 i notaswellasrmost

133) How much do you sIcktogqee

befterthanon I121 314 15 1B 17 notaswlasmost

134) Howwelidoyouhelpeachothronthjob?

noethanmost 1 2- 3i 41 5 M7 t as wonas mod

135) ff mpoper or sutandard pefonmance wasto occurin yorworkgroup howliely isitth
wbrous lnjuy and/orhe loss of Ife would result?

notatallkdy l 11 21 3 J 41 very Rkel

138) If Improperand substandard pefoance wsto o your wwk group, how ley Is It
tat serious and pohentsay expensime damae woumd resuk?

nOtauIRI l 1 2 13 415 6 verylkely

137) Kmiproperoasubstandard peonnancewasto occurln your work group, how lkeLs Iltea
an axpexnive - but not necessanly yv destctive -Incidert would ruft?

notalatlBE.I 1 12131 4 Is verylkal

138) inmproperorsubstsndrd perfomne was to occr Inyourworkgroup, howlikelyuis ittW
serious off1t environmental damagesqansequences d rest?

not at anll l -ike £~~l IMI veriy tie

139) Iirnproperors tandard pedormwme wasto occur in your work group, howlikely is it Ma
serious onae environmental damagesconsequenwcs would rent?

not alitkely 1 1 2 1 3 1 41 667 MeY ly
In general,

140) How mudr danger or chance for danger here i your work?

L nodan ern vmymdc I I 3 213141 5 7wortk eryda us

P_06
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141) How much emphasis do you believe OtS orgarnzatio's, management places on
environmental Issues relevant to this sb?

noernphasis 1 213 1415 7 alotof emnphs

142) How well infomed are this organization's employees of potlential risks In their work
environment?

not Wforned 1T2131 41 5 6 very walgnformd

For this sectIon, pleam keep the folowing question In mind:

"0 WHAT EXtENT DO EACH OF THE FOLLOWINt HELP YOU MEET WHAT IS
EXPECTED OF YOU TO DO YOUR JOB WELL IN THIS ORGANIZATIONr

Response Firnact

does not help at al 1 2 1 3 7 4 1 5117 helps a great deal

Please mark the number that best describes your opinion.

143)

144)

145)

148]

147)

148)

149)

150)

151)

152)

153)
154)

155)
156)

157)
158)

159)

180)

161)
162)

Having onrwon-one trainbing. .................. .....................

Attending to detal4 ............ .. ,,.__...._._

Asking questions whenever necessary ......
Belng able to rely on oters . . ....................... _ . . . .

Being aware of othe' actions ................. ... ... . _

Newcomers shadowing experienced personnel . ...

Fvdng potential problems ........................

Respecting the natre of one's work activities . ...

Respecting te naure of the organizationrs acties.

Not maklng work for others ....... ........ . . .

Paying attention to potential danger for ohs............
Psan attention to potential dange for myself....... ..

Hafn familiarity with operations beyond one's ownjob . ......

Being a reliable team r.... ...............

Known how import It is bo resolve ems .._ ._

Being treatd like a child ....... ....... . . .. ....

Shit operations to ohe resources as needed . ................... . .

Fixi small mistakes before ftey grow Into big ones .........
Doing one's job well_. ......................... .

Reporting mistakes Is rarely punished._....

234567

234567
234567

234667
234587
234567
234567
234587

234567

234567
234567
234587
234567
234567
234567

234567

234567
234567

234567

234567
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Please continue to keep the following question in mind:

-TO WHAT EXTENT DO EACH OF THE FOLLOWING HELP YOU MEET WHAT IS
EXPECTED OF YOU TO DO YOUR JOB WELL IN THIS ORGAWIZATIONr

Rtwse-Format:

does not help a great deal I I 1 2.1 3 14 5Al 6 6l elpsa great deal

Please mark the number that best describes your opinion.

163)

164)

165)

186)

167)

168)

159)
170)

171)

172)

173)

174)

175)

176)

177)
178)

179)

1BlD

181)

182)

'Training Is formally Snod Of ..... ............... ......

Being sle tto the potential for serious accidents.. .,...._... ..

KocklM badck .......... _ .. . .... ....... . .,. .......... ..... .....

ChM enging a deive if d itg n ot v urk . .. ....

Haiing dearty deffned job boundaries .. . _ ._ ..........

Undrstanding the job boundaries of others .............. . .

Learning rom mislakes . ........... ........

Having supefvisors who readily pitch in whenever necessy.y

Suspending operations as needed. ....................... , . .

Rporting problems . ...... .... _ _ . _ _ _.

Staying alet for the unexpected ... ....... ..........

Being ppard o w u ....... .......to _ _ t

Having experienced personnel teach newcomers . .._

Aciowledgirg mistakes ...... .. ... . ..._._._._

Taking care of ottwrs' ng..
"Owning' a probbem untl Its resoled .............. .....
Exect pepolep om rehobrib . ..... ..................................

Stng with a problem until t is resoived......

CuMV comers .. . . , .. _._ ..... ........... ..

Understanding the consequences oFsysten failure(s) ...............

1234567

1234567

1234567

1 234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234587

1234567

1234567

1234667

1234567

1234567

1 2 3 4 5S6 7

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1 234567
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7
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

For each category below, please Indicate on the answer sheet the number that best
coresponds to you.

A. What Region Do You Work Out Of?
01 Central
02 Northern
03 Southeast

B. How long have you worked for DOT&PF?
01 0-3 years
02 4-10 years
03 11-15years
04 16-20 years
05 more than 20 years

C, Which group do you work In?

01 Statewide 06 Southeast Construction
02 Central Region Construction 07 Southeast Materials
03 Central Region Materials 08 Other
04 Northern Region Construction
05 Northern Region Materials

0. What Is yourJob category?

I Director, Chief, Project Manager
2 ProJect Engineer, Laboratory Foreman
3 Rover. Technician, Laboratory Coordinator, RSO
4 Inspector
5 Clerk, Secretary, Personnel Officer, Office Engineer

E. What Is your level of education?

I Some High School
2 High School Diploma or equivalent
3 Some Community College or University
4 CommunIty College Diploma or Certfcate
5 University Degree or Diploma
6 Some Graduate Work
7 Post-Graduate Degree
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When racling Infamsaton fom the OUrcms HItWd below, how accutato would you
astirnate It usually Is:

194) Immediate SuXervlsor.

comooev accura 1t 2 3 4 1 I 7 comply macurae

195) S&MiO&E:

compPetusyac&ae 1 213141 5 161 7 ft*naale

198) Peers (othe at wurob lvelm:

cM-P1bV8CcUratI 1 1 13 141 6 6 7 cor plIy irncate

How duslrable do you feet It Is In your work group to inlract frequently with:

197) Imrumee uoetsor.

very desirable 1 1 13 14 15 61 7 corrgIyamdfelrabe

198) S

verydesirable I11 213141I75 cp y* Undshble

199) Peers (otoe a the somes jb level):

verydeslrable 1 2 3 41 6 7 mpletlyi mrdesiAbe

200) Choose th number ol th face that expresses how you feel about communicatior in
S l. kduem the amour* of homatbn you receive, taration it your ihmedate
superior and others, the accacy of kiformallon avAb*. Ot.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7

201) O a, Wmdng eveft No co w esrtion, how satsied erg you WiM yourob?
Choose the number of the face tat best expresses how satisfied you ar wvfh yowriob.

6 7I 2 3 4 5
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Please Indicate how mbch you agree ordisagire with eachstatMentbekow bychecking one
of the seven alternatives below each statument.

Response Format

Strnydlsagree 1 21314l5 6l7 Stronygagree

Please mark the numbr tat best desies your opinion.

183) 1 am responsible for Identifing problems ...............................

184) can openly challenge decisions made by manageen........

185) 1 feel free to approach management wifti any concerns I have. .

186) MAanagenivtwants conoerns repWted and wilsngly lstns

to problms B..... ...... ... ....... . . _

187) Management ensUres any concerns raised are addressed

constructivey....... ........ ......

158) Constucve cticism Isencoured .... ..

189) Mangement does not tolerate retaliation of any kind for raising
concerns .. .. . ........

I

1
1

234567

234567

234567

1234567

I
I

234567

234567

1234567

Pleas Indrcale the degre of your agreement or disagemenrt with each satartent by
checking one of the seven afternstives below each statenenL

190) How free do you feel to discuss with your Immediate suoervixor the problems and
difficuffles you have ri yourjob withoutiOpardizing your posIbn or haing It Wd
against you later In this organiation?

cnpo yfree I1 1 2131 4 15 6 7 vei cauous

191) How often Is your mmedisbe supervisor successful In overcoming restrcions (such as
regulatons or quotas) In getting you the things you need In your job, such as equipment,
personnel etc.?

aays sucOessMfut 1 2 i 3 1 4 15 6 7 I neversuccessful

192) ImMa&12 lypenvismai at times must make decisions which seem to be against the
Itueresb of heir subordinates. When ts happens to you as a subordInate, how much
trust do you have that your Immediate supervisors decision was justified by other
considerations?

toustcompe I Ie 1 2 3 4 5I 6 17 feel very ustful

193) To whal extern do you have confidenoe and t n your immdiate sue isor regarding
hislher general faimess?

havelteconfidenceortrust 112131 4166 7 havee mpet confid e and bust


